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Introduction 
 

During monitoring works of the re-building of a section of the garden wall at Lismore 

castle in Co. Waterford, metalworking waste was recovered from a small ditch and quarry 

pit. The material from the ditch included both primary iron bloom smithing and secondary 

smithing material, while the pit only had waste from secondary smithing. Both assemblages 

included clay tuyere (bellow protector) fragments that strongly suggest an indigenous Irish 

cultural connection, while the slag from both was markedly different which possibly 

indicates that they were not contemporary. Radiocarbon analysis on a twig from one of the 

contexts returned a seventh to ninth century date. 

 

Description 
 

Metalworking waste was recovered from two contexts: 009 which was the charcoal-rich 

basal fill of quarrying pit 008 and 014 a black silt lining of V-shaped ditch 013 (see 

Catalogue). Only ironworking waste was found. 

 

The material from context 009 consisted of nearly 2300g of slag, including smallish 

elongated cakes together with drippy pieces showing flow structure, and twelve tuyere 

fragment (Figs. 1, 2 and 3). The sieving residues yielded smithing pan and flake and 

occasional globular hammerscale next to smaller slag and tuyere fragments. 

 

Context 014 included two large, roughly bun-shaped slag cakes (c. 3kg and 4kg) and 

several smaller ones (Fig. 4). Some of the smaller slag fragments showed flow structure, 

which was especially pronounced in one dense specimen. Multiple pieces of vitrified clay 

tuyeres were retrieved (Fig. 5).  An estimate can be made of about 100mm for the frontal 

diameter and around 20mm for the diameter of the blowhole No hammerscale was 

recovered from the 014 residues. 
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Radiocarbon date 
 

Radiocarbon analysis on a holly twig retrieved from context 009 returned a date of cal. AD 

683 - 878 (2 Sigma) indicating an early medieval date. 

 

Interpretation 

 

Early Irish iron smelting generally took place in so-called slag-pit furnaces: a clay shaft 

built over a pit filled with organic material that functioned as a receptacle for the slag 

during smelting. This slag varies from small droplets to heavy accumulations of vertically 

flown slag. From Hiberno-Scandinavian times onwards smelting was mostly carried out in 

furnaces with lateral slag removal at ground level. This resulted in large lumps of 

horizontally flown slag. 

 

Primary smithing of the iron bloom produced in the above described furnaces led the 

formation of large usually bun-shaped slag cakes of more than 1kg and often larger. This 

activity was carried out using clay tuyeres and could take place on the smelting sites or 

further afield. 

 

Secondary smithing, the manufacture of objects and their repair, results in the formation of  

smaller slag cakes (smithing hearth cakes) and hammerscale. This hammerscale comes in 

two forms: flake and globular scale. Accumulations of hammerscale with dirt and small 

iron fragments accumulating around the anvil are known as smithing pan.  

 

In Early Medieval times, the use of clay tuyeres as bellow-protectors in secondary smithing 

was the norm. The situation in the Hiberno-Scandinavian period is unclear, but Anglo-

Norman smiths appear to have consistently used perforated clay hearth lining as bellow 

protectors while their Irish counterparts continued using clay tuyeres. In general, only the 

vitrified fronts of these tuyeres survive. These fronts are mostly circular with a diameter 

between 100 and 150mm. The blowholes are generally measure between 10 and 25mm 

diameter. 
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Based on the occurrence of large and smaller slag cakes together with tuyere fragments, the 

material from 014 is interpreted as consisting of the waste from both primary and secondary 

smithing. While slag with a drippy texture and showing flow-structure is characteristic for 

smelting slag it does also occur in smithing slag assemblages, sometimes making up the 

bulk of the material. The light nature of the material, the occurrence of tuyere material and 

hammerscale suggests most of the slag from context 009 is most likely derived from 

secondary smithing activity. Some pieces from this assemblage, especially the dense 

fragment with very clear flow structure, might be the result of smelting. 

 

Both the cakes and the smaller slag fragments from 009 display a notable flow structure 

which does not occur in the 014 material. This is taken as an indication that the 

assemblages derived from operations with differing conditions which suggests that the 

assemblages are not contemporary. 

 

The occurrence of tuyere material suggests either an Early Medieval date or a culturally 

Irish context of Late Medieval date. This is backed up by the radiocarbon date on young 

wood from context 009 which returned an Early Medieval date (7th to 9th century). 

 

The lack of hammerscale in the sieving residue from context 014 could indicate that the 

material was deposited away from the place of activity while the hammerscale and smithing 

pan in the 009 residues then suggests the smithing was carried out closer by. 

 

Conclusions 
 

The ironworking residues from Lismore consist of two assemblages which are likely not 

contemporary. The material from context 009 consists of the waste of secondary smithing 

activities and is dated to the seventh to ninth century. It might include some smelting slag. 

The assemblage from context 014 includes waste from both primary (bloom) smithing and 

secondary smithing and remains undated.  
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Catalogue 
 

 

Context Description Weight 

(g) 

Estimated 

surviving 

% 

Estimated 

weight 

original 

piece (g) 

009 Elongated, or more likely double, rather 

dense slag cake. The upper part is 

rather drippy. 

546 100 546 

 Flat, slightly concave rather light slag 

‘cake’. Lower part has a drippy 

structure  

183 100 183 

 Irregular rather light elongated slag 

‘cake’. Shows flow structure 

217 100 217 

 100+ slag fragments varying from light 

to rather dense. Many pieces showing 

flow structure. 

1295 NA NA 

 Dense slag fragment showing clear 

flow structure 

40 NA NA 

 12 tuyere fragments, most showing 

outer surface and one piece with 

blowhole. Fragments too small to 

estimate diameters. 

471 NA NA 

014 Very dense convex/concave slag cake 

in two pieces. Lower part partially 

crystalized, upper part is frothier. 

4161 100 4161g 

 Very dense convex/concave slag cake.  2897 70 4139 

 Fragment of a very dense concave slag 

cake. The side shows a drippy structure 

579 30? 1911? 

 Dense concave slag cake 892 50 1784 
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 Dense flat slag cake 738 100 738 

 Rather dense, flat convex slag cake. A 

bulge at the base could mean that this 

piece represents two cakes 

1093 100% 1093 

 47 rather light to rather dense slag 

fragments. The lighter pieces are 

influenced by tuyere material. 

1307 NA NA 

 Rather dense semi-circular convex slag 

cake 

398 90 442 

 Small concave slag cake with many 

charcoal impressions 

257 70 367 

 Rounded, convex/concave slag cake. 286 100 286 

 Flattish, semi-circular slag cake 257 90 286 

 Small rather dense irregular slag cake 205 100 205 

 Unusual rather dense slag cake. Semi-

circular base with a pronounced upper 

‘lip’  

460 100 460 

 Dense piece of flat slag 297 ? ? 

 Three pieces of rather dense drippy 

slag, one piece rather weathered 

525 NA NA 

 Bottom of a tuyere front in two pieces 

with adhering slag. The extremity of 

the ‘slag beard is greenish vitrified. 

Original tuyere diameter c. 100mm. 

Blowhole visible but diameter cannot 

be calculated 

402 NA NA 

 Heavily slagged tuyere front. Diameter 

hard to calculate but would have been 

about 100mm. Original blowhole 

diameter would have been close to 

20mm. 

528 NA NA 
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 Three tuyere fragments  171 NA NA 

Total  18205   

 

Material from sieving (flot + residues) 

 

Context Description Weight (g) 

009 Two bags of residues containing mostly charcoal with slag 

and tuyere fragments and natural stone, some magnetic 

material which includes hammerscale (mostly plate with 

occasional globular) and some pieces of smithing pan. 

1718 

014 Four bags of residues containing mostly slag fragments with 

tuyere frag., charcoal and natural stone, some magnetic 

material, no convincing hammerscale. 

1992 
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Figures 

 
 

Fig. 1. Elongated fluid slag cake (009) 

 

 
 

Fig 2. Drippy slag fragments showing flow structure (009). The piece at the  

bottom right might be smelting slag. 
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Fig. 3. Tuyere material (009). The smooth surface on the small piece  
in the middle is the remains of a blow hole 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 4. Large slag cake weighing 4161g (014) 
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Fig. 5. Tuyere fragment with adhering slag on the right (014). A section  
of the blowhole survives. 


